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Abstract

The work presented in this thesis shows how theories from different scientific
areas can be successfully applied in the environmental field. The work is divided
into two areas: Enhancement of modelling and calculation ofLCA-like systems
and optimal investment planning for environmentally favourable, but expensive
production facilities.

Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) has a lot in common with technical system analy-
sis. In this study similarities and differences between LCAand technical system
theory are investigated, followed by suggestions for improvements. As part of an
LCA a model of the technical system is built. This model is used for normalisa-
tion in accordance with the functional unit. The model is not, however, flexible
in terms of the type of calculation it supports. It is found that a computational
non-causal representation makes it possible to separate model and problem for-
mulation. One model can then be used for several different types of calculations.
The theory is illustrated in the case of cement production where a computational
a-causal and object-oriented model is built of a productionline for cement. The
model can easily be tuned for a specific production site. Not only the usual flow of
matter is included, but also monetary units. Some differenttypes of calculations
are carried out to show the usability of the concept.

Changes toward more environmentally friendly solutions frequently incorpo-
rate large investments in the infrastructure. The cost and uncertainty of changing
these facilities are usually considered to be obstacles forthe introduction of the
new technique. In this study methods for finding optimal investment strategies for
such production facilities are investigated. Based on an assumed future develop-
ment scenario, optimal investment strategies are calculated. The usability of the
developed method is exemplified in a study on profitable investment strategies for
a hydrogen refuelling station. Taking special considerations like periodic mainte-
nance need into account, optimal control is used to concurrently find a short term
equipment variable utilization for one week and a long term strategy. The solu-
tion is the minimum hydrogen production cost for the individual gas station. The
solution is sensitive to variations in the scenario parameters.

Keywords: LCI modelling, Non-causal modelling, Optimal investment strategies,
Hydrogen infrastructure.
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Nomenclature

Flow semantics The connection and use of the general variables intensity and
flow.

Functional unit A reference to which the inputs and outputs of a product sys-
tems is related as part of the normalisation.

LCA Life Cycle Assessment. A systematic method to assess the
environmental impact of a product or function produced.

LCI Life Cycle Inventory. The building of a model of the technical
production system as a part of the Life Cycle Assessment. Also
includes normalisation of resource use, emissions and waste to
the functional unit.

Normalisation Relating the flows in a product system to the functional unit.

Reference flow Measure of the needed outputs from processes in a given prod-
uct system required to fulfil the function expressed by the func-
tional unit.

Unit process The smallest part of product system for which data is collected
when undertaking a LCA.

Tables 1 and 2 show the symbolic conventions and scenario parameters used in
the sequel. The letterc, p, x or f indicate the type, which may be further specified
using sub and super-scripts. The symbolchr,w is then interpreted as the weekly
capacity of the hydrogen reformer.
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x Nomenclature

Table 1: Symbolic conventions
Type Name Description Unit
Variables, c Capacity kg, kg/h
constants cn Nominal capacity kg, kg/h

s Size kg, kg/h
p Purchase price SEK
pn Nominal purchase cost SEK
x Flow vector kg/h
f Factor -

Subscripts hr Hydrogen reformer
hs Hydrogen storage
hc Hydrogen compressor
fp Hydrogen refueling pump
hf Hydrogen refueling
fc Hydrogen fuel cell
he Hydrogen electrolysis
eq Equipment, any part
d Daily, per day
w Weekly, per week
ng Natural gas
h2 Hydrogen
el Electricity
inv Investment
m Maintenance

Superscripts i Input flow
o Output flow

Table 2: Scenario parameters
Name Description Value Unit
d Real rate of interest 0.05 1/yr
V (t) Number of vehicles at time t - -
Vtot Total nr of vehicles attend - -
b S-curve slope 0.3 -
tifx Inflection point of the S-curve 10 -
Pn Cost of manufacturingnth unit - SEK
P1 Cost of manufacturing1th unit - SEK
Vn Cumulative production atnth unit - -
Rpr Progress ratio factor - -
Hfm Mean hydrogen consumption 1000 kg/day
Hrpd Ratio peak-demand to average 1.12 -
Hf Hydrogen refueling - kg/h
fcont Contingency cost factor 0.1 -
feng Engineering permitting cost factor 0.1 -
fgen Include land cost factor 0.2 -
cf Vehicle filling capacity 4 kg/filling
png Natural gas price[7] 3.6 SEK/kg
pel Electricity price vector 0.3(22-06),0.6(06-22) SEK/kWh



Chapter 1

Introduction

The environmental awareness in today’s society is constantly increasing the re-
quirements of a cleaner production. The requirements may beenforced by law,
public opinion or as a concious act by the production companyto make a product
more appealing to the consumers. At the same time the increasing complexity of
the production systems make the environmental analysis harder to perform. Tech-
nical analysis of environmental systems is a rather new discipline of science. It is
still in the phase of developing new applications and exploring new connections
to already existing disciplines. In the 90’s more advanced methods were devel-
oped to assist environmental analysis of technical systems. One of the methods is
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). In LCA a flow model over the technical produc-
tion system is made, taking the relevant resources, emissions and product(s) into
account. Flows are scaled to give resource use and emission released for one unit
produced. Much has been written about LCA. The ISO standards14040-42 [1]
give very general guidelines on how an LCA should be performed. Other texts,
e.g. [12, 34, 26, 22, 52, 20], are also very general and does not discuss details on
the mathematical treatment. Until 1998 only one text [29] was published giving
guidelines on how to perform the actual calculation, the so called normalisation.
From 1998 until now a number of articles [31, 30] and one book[32] have dealt
with the subject of normalisation in LCA from a mathematicalpoint of view. All
of these mathematical methods only consider the state-of-the-art LCA which in-
clude a linear and static model representation. For other types of calculations
there are only a limited number of texts available. Examplesinclude linear opti-
misation of LCA systems [8, 55], multi-objective optimization [9] and dynamic
LCI modelling [16, 48]. Some cases with integration of economic costs have also
been seen [43, 47]. There is still, however, a large potential for improvements in
e.g. flexibility of the models. This thesis investigates some applicable techniques,
how they can be used and possible improvements. The findings are exemplified
on a cement production case [23].
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Another method that may be used for technical environmentalanalysis is in-
vestment planning for environmentally good but expensive production facilities.
Within economics investment planning is a common topic and some of which
make use of optimal control theory [46, 18, 21, 45, 10]. Publications in the area
generally analyse return on capital funds and does not, however, address the case
of investments in production machinery. This thesis investigates a method for in-
vestment planning which can take considerations like periodic maintenance into
account. The method make use of optimal control to simultaneously find a short
term equipment variable utilization for one week and a long term strategy for the
whole investment period. The method is exemplified on hydrogen dispensing in-
frastructure, which is a major obstacle for the introduction of hydrogen vehicles
[37]. Recent studies have been made regarding economical feasibility of hydro-
gen in regard to the infrastructure needed to be built [4, 5, 2, 44, 38, 51, 50]. None
of these studies investigates the implications of investments over time.

1.1 Main contributions

The main contributions of the presented work is summarised below.

• A thorough comparison between LCI and technical system analysis.

• A modelling approach for LCA or LCA-like environmental systems com-
prising separation of model and problem formulation leading to a more flex-
ible model.

• A method to make concurrent optimisation of investments andrun-pattern
for lowest production cost.

1.2 Outline of thesis

In Chapter 2 the general purpose and goals of the project is stated. Chapter 3
explains what LCA is and how calculations within LCI are made. It also gives
some background on techniques used to improve the capability of these calcula-
tions. Chapter 4 starts with an introduction to optimisation and optimal control,
which is then used to solve investment planning problems. Chapter 5 gives con-
cluding remarks and suggestions for improvements in further work. Chapter 6
summarises indicated publications made during the project. The first one is a re-
port to draw parallels between LCI modelling & calculation and general technical
systems analysis like control theory. The second paper apply the previous findings
on a cement production process. The third paper apply the method for investment
planning on a hydrogen infrastructure case.



Chapter 2

Purpose and goals

2.1 Purpose

The intentions of this project is to provide practical and functional results that can
be used to expand the application area of LCA or LCA-like systems. A math-
ematically and logically correct structure will make analyses more efficient and
decrease the risk of making mistakes. Contributions from the project would be
the theoretical basis and practical means for solving problems as exemplified in
the following:

• A wider range of problems may be solved using LCA, or LCA-likemeth-
ods. Examples include dynamic modelling of time-dependantprocesses
such as start-up or shut-down of production processes and optimisation of
production networks with long time constants. Another example of a non-
linear, time-dependant process that has environmental consequences is the
introduction of a new product or a new technology in the market. Such con-
sequences may not be modelled using present LCA-methodology in which
neither production volume nor time are variables.

• Existing problems may be solved in a better way. It is sometimes claimed
that LCA is used to optimise the life cycle of a product. However, no true
optimisation is made. Instead the available tool (present,non-optimising
LCA-methodology) is used for comparison between alternatives. Optimisa-
tion may of course be done using different objectives, e.g. specific inventory
parameters such as energy use or carbon dioxide emissions; or if cost is in-
troduced as a parameter in the analysis, optimisation may beconducted with
respect to the ratio between environmental impact and cost.Another exam-
ple of an existing problem that may be solved in a better way isallocation
in open loop recycling of metals. Long-lived products oftencontain metals.
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4 CHAPTER 2. PURPOSE AND GOALS

On the same time the market for many metals expand. Time is clearly a
relevant factor here, yet this problem is presently approached using static
calculations.

• Increased correctness. The simplifications made in presentLCI methodol-
ogy (e.g. disregarding time and non-linearities) are sometimes justified and
sometimes not. Since there is very few choice at present, these simplifica-
tions are always made whether justified or not. With calculation methods
that allow for time and non-linear relationships, there will be a real choice
whether to simplify or not, and thus the resemblance betweenreality and
model may increase.

2.2 Goals

The project goal is to categorise and formulate theoretically based, mathemati-
cally expressed calculation methods for LCI supporting more advanced calcula-
tions than normalisation. As part thereof, the project goalis to mathematically
formulate and solve optimisation problems of dynamic LCA and LCA-like sys-
tems. This work intends to develop a methodology to calculate also the cost of
the transitions between states. For this purpose the theoryof optimal control will
be used. Specifically the goal is to develop a methodology to calculate transi-
tions of systems from one present state to another optimal future state from an
environmental and economical perspective.

In detail, the goals of the research project are to:

• describe relevant available methods from related engineering, mathematical
and system theoretical areas.

• develop new modelling approaches and calculation methods.

• employ mathematical and logical methods to verify the correctness of cal-
culations and simulations.

• formulate the dynamic optimisation problem mathematically.

• investigate the possibility to solve the dynamic optimisation problem or,
alternatively possible simplifications which leads to simplified problems
which can be solved.

• investigate how sensitive the solution is to changes in the assumptions.

• test the methodology in order to show its usability within on-going, applied
LCA projects.



Chapter 3

Modelling of technical
environmental systems

This chapter focus on the question how models of LCA like systems can be done
more flexible. It starts with an overview of LCA from a system technical perspec-
tive. Then some modelling techniques applicable to the LCA technical system
description are discussed, after which these techniques are applied to a cement
manufacturing production problem.

3.1 Life Cycle Assessment

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a method to evaluate the environmental impact
of a product or function over its entire life. The life cycle usually starts with
extraction of raw material and continues with transportation, manufacturing, use
and possibly re-use. It then ends with waste management, recycling and disposal,
see fig. 3.1. There exists a vast literature on the concept of LCA, see e.g. [20, 26,
29, 40, 25, 19, 33].

In 1997 the ISO standard 14040 on Life Cycle Assessment was approved [1].
In this standard LCA is defined as ‘...the environmental aspects and potential im-
pact throughout a product’s life (i.e. crade-to-grave) from raw material acquisition
through production, use and disposal.’ Each of these stagesconsumes resources
and produces emissions and waste. In LCA all these aspects are taken into ac-
count and are related to the product or function produced. LCA further aims at
assessing the implication of the production to nature, see fig. 3.2.

The ISO 14040 standard further gives directions on relevantphases in an LCA,
see fig. 3.3. These phases are:

• Goal and scope definition. This is a definition of the product or service to be
assessed, a functional unit for comparison and the boundaries of the study.

5



6CHAPTER 3. MODELLING OF TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS

Figure 3.1: The life cycle of products.

It also states why the study is carried out and for whom.

• Inventory analysis (LCI). In this phase the required resource use, emissions
released and waste are identified and quantified. Resources include e.g.
extractions of raw material, energy carriers and differenttypes of land use.
Then this information is gathered in a process flow chart and related to the
functional unit from the goal and scope definition.

• Impact assessment. The findings from the inventory analysisare grouped
and quantified into a limited number of impact categories. These categories
may be further weighted into a single number.

• Interpretation. A report is written on the cumulative results of the study.
The report also contains needs and possibilities to reduce the environmental
impact.
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Figure 3.2: The three spheres to consider in an LCA: the social, the technical and
the environmental. In the society a demand for a product or service is created.
This product is then produced in a factory, which inevitablyconsumes resources
and produce emissions. The emissions ends up in the nature, which we all are part
of, hence affecting the society.

As part of the inventory analysis the resources and emissions from the devel-
oped flow model of the production system need to be related to the functional unit.
This is done by aggregating all unit processes in the productsystem and scaling
the flows of these unit process to match the reference flow of the system. The data
used in the inventory is based on time averaged statistics and hence is independent
of time. In addition a linear relation between resource use,emissions and produc-
tion is assumed. The result is that this normalisation step can be mathematically
regarded as solving a linear equation system. The equation system is usually well
posed, i.e. having equal number of variables and constraints, and hence possi-
ble to be solved exactly. Publications on LCA cover handbooks, case studies and
theoretical studies on the concept, which do not give any directions on how to rep-
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Figure 3.3: The main phases of life cycle assessment according to ISO 14040 [1].

resent the flow model and form the resulting equation system.Recently a rather
small number of publications on the computational part havebeen published, see
e.g. [28, 27, 30, 32]. The result of the normalisation to the functional unit in these
publications is expressed as

g = BA−1f, (3.1)

whereA is a matrix describing the internal flows of the technical system (the
technology matrix),f the demand vector, i.e. what is being produced, andB the
intervention matrix, i.e. the external flows to and from the technical system.

When LCI models needs to be stored it is necessary to take bothstructure and
meta data into account. Some examples of published data structures for LCI-data
are SPOLD [49], SPINE [15] and ISO/DTS 14048 [3]. None of these make use
of the matrix representation discussed above. These data structures can be used
to develop e.g. databases for storage, sorting and retrieval of LCI information in
a non-redundant way.
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3.2 Modelling techniques

This section describes techniques that can be applied to enhance the flexibility of
LCI-models. In the next section these techniques are applied to a cement manu-
facturing case.

When a state-of-the-art LCA is carried out, the linear technology matrix model
(A) described in the previous section is sufficient to describethe technical produc-
tion system. The reason why this matrix is sufficient is not only the linear nature of
the created system model, but also that only one type of calculation is made in an
LCA, which is the normalisation to the functional unit. The developed mathemat-
ical LCI methods are designed to achieve this normalisationonly, which affects
both system model and calculation. At times it is desirable to make extensions
to this matrix type of LCI model. One such occasion is when theinherent phys-
ical behaviour of the production system is strongly non-linear seen as a function
from resources/emissions to product. A linear LCI model represent in this case a
linearisation around a specified point and might lead to unacceptable large devia-
tions in the calculated resource use and emissions released. Another occasion is
when dynamic aspects are relevant and hence need to be taken into consideration.
One such example is when starting up and closing down a production line for e.g.
maintenance is considered. These requirements taken together means that another
type of modelling approach is needed. In addition there are other types of calcu-
lations that need to be done. Examples include optimisation, simulation over time
and other, not yet defined calculations. To be able to fulfil the requirements on
calculations, flexibility in the type of problem applicableis needed. It is clear that
e.g. a state-space model does not fulfil these requirements.

An important consideration is the amount of knowledge we have about the
underlying system, which can be a limiting factor. The extension of the usual
LCI modelling approach into a non-linear and dynamic one would require a larger
amount and more accurate data.

In paper I and II the nature and effect of some types of causality are discussed.
To recapitulate, it was found that by removing the computational causality from
the model advantages in flexibility can be achieved. The result is a so called a-
causal or non-causal model. In effect, the entity that is normally regarded as the
model can be split into three parts, namely:

• A neutral model. Only the model, i.e. a description of our system in which
the connecting equations are expressed in a neutral form. The model maps
our interpretation of the production system onto a mathematical formula-
tion, but it does not include any specific problem to be solved, hence it is
called neutral.

• A problem formulation. An explicit list of which parametersto hold con-
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stant during this particular calculation and a value to designate each of them.

• A method of calculation. Can also be considered as a part of the problem
formulation.

In addition it was found that the modularity of the model, i.e. the flexibility
with regard to both change and exchange of parts within the model, can be en-
hanced by using an object-oriented modelling language in conjunction with phys-
ical entity modelling. The intention with the latter is to keep real physical entities
together for the ease of comprehension and transparency. This way of modelling
also constitutes a natural way to keep parts that are separate in reality as separate
objects in the model, so that the model resembles reality or asuitable picture of
reality.

Figure 3.4: The separation of model and problem formulationthat can be achieved
by the use of a-causal models.

To summarise we have the following requirements:

• A computational a-causal model that contain the structure and constants of
the system, but does not contain any information on how to calculate.
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• An object oriented modelling language that makes use of inheritance and
encapsulation.

• A physical property modelling approach that makes it possible to map the
real physical structure to a similar model structure.

However, there are drawbacks with using an a-causal model. Any mathemat-
ical model consist of a number of equations. In the computational causal case,
e.g. block diagrams and state-space models, these equations are ordered in a spe-
cific way to achieve the wanted result. In the computational a-causal case the
equations are not ordered in any specific computational way.Instead they can be
regarded mathematically as a number of equilibrium equations connected to each
other, which is in general harder to understand. For models based on flow seman-
tics, i.e. correlation between the general variables intensity and flow, the model
representation can be based on energy and power flow and is usually relatively
easy to do. For the type of flow models used in LCI there are alsophysical laws
applicable, but not in the form of intensity-flow related connections. Under these
circumstances a-causal models can be structured in variousways depending on the
application, and therefore it is hard to make both consistent and general enough
to become flexible.

3.3 The cement production problem

The above discussed enhancements to general LCI models wereapplied in a test
case for a cement production line. The conceptual model consists of a foreground
system which defines the at-site production that the companyhas full control over,
and a background system comprising bought services and goods, see fig. 3.5. A
more in-depth discussion of the production facility is given in paper II and [23].

The raw materials, i.e. different sorts of sand, are transported to the production
site and grinded depending on type. They are then mixed in relevant proportions
and burnt to clinker in an Clinker Production System which isin fact a burner.
For the burning process fuel is required. The fuel may consist of coal, pet coke
or an alternative fuel. All fuels are transported to the site, grinded and mixed in
proportions before entering the burner. The produced clinker is then mixed with
gypsum and possibly other materials, further grinded and stored as cement.

The problem is to find the ratio of raw materials, fuels and theadditional gyp-
sum to produce cement of a certain quality. The quality is measured using the fac-
tors indicated in tab. 3.1. In addition the approximate monetary costs throughout
the production line are to be calculated. Since purchase costs of the raw materials
and fuels are known, the production related cost for each equipment in the line
can be estimated and added to the product flow. The use of the model is to aid
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Figure 3.5: The cement production line layout.

in calculations for new types of raw materials, fuels and internal settings and also
possible layouts. In addition to static solving, dynamic simulation and optimisa-
tion can also be considered. It is therefore a requirement that the model is modular
and highly flexible.

Table 3.1: Cement product quality indicators. The notationindicate weight per-
centage of the specified material.

Name Symbol Description
Lime saturation factor LSF LSF = 100CaO

2.8SiO3+1.1Al2O3+0.7F e2O3

Silica ratio SR SR = SiO2

Al2O3+F e2O3

Alumina ratio AR AR = Al2O3

F e2O3

At the time of research for the project (fall 1999), only a limited number of
modelling languages and calculation software were available and able to fulfil the
requirements. Among them there were OmSim (Omola) [42], Dymola (MODEL-
ICA) [14] and Ascend [54]. OmSim and Dymola are specially made for modelling
of physical system and have a built-in support for flow semantic. Since the sys-
tem considered does not have any intensity-flow dependency,it was decided not to
use these programs (languages). Ascend is both a calculation software and a mod-
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elling language and is originally developed for application in chemistry. However,
it can be best described as a mathematical system modelling tool and is very flexi-
ble in defining connections and hence the structure of the system modelled, which
is the main reason that it was decided to be used.

The model was built in a bottom-up manner according to paper II. It should be
noted that the model is deliberately made redundant. In mostcases redundancy is
negative, but here it is used to enhance the flexibility. The numerical parameters
in a calculation can be divided into the following categories:

• Constants. These are set when the model is built and then remain.

• Locked variables. Parameters set to a numerical value throughout a certain
calculation in accordance to input data.

• Free variables. Parameters that will be calculated. Some ofthese are inter-
nal variables in the model and others are the ones we want to calculate, i.e.
the output.

The number of parameters in each category depends on the specific calculation
done. Information on these settings is part of the problem formulation. In the
model, information to specify one parameter can be suppliedin a number of ways.
An example is the ingredients in raw meal composition. Thesecan be set by spec-
ification of absolute masses or relative masses (percentage). The model contains
the necessary mathematics to relate these parameters. At any time, only one of
the the ways to specify the parameter is used and the other is redundant. However,
it does add to the flexibility to both define variables before calculation and check
the result afterwards.

It should also be noted that the entire model on the cement production line was
later transferred to MODELICA, which was a much more intricate task than the
work described above.





Chapter 4

Investment optimisation techniques

This chapter starts with an overview of unconstrained and constrained non-linear
optimisation [41, 36], which will be used in the investment techniques developed
later. Then the optimisation is applied to dynamic systems,which leads to a dis-
cussion onOptimal Control[11, 6]. These two sections are a recapitulation of
present technique and may be skipped by initiated readers. Concentrating on in-
vestment planning, the optimisation criterion function isnext developed in a more
general sense than that in paper III. Then some special difficulties which were
omitted in paper III regarding the hydrogen infrastructureinvestment problem are
discussed.

4.1 Non-linear optimisation

The general non-linear programming (NLP) problem is to minimise a non-linear
functional subject to non-linear constraints[17]. The problem can be defined
mathematically

min
x∈ℜN

f(x)

s.t.c(x) = 0 (4.1)

d(x) ≥ 0

wheref(x) is the (scalar) criterion function,c(x) the non-linear equality con-
straints andd(x) the non-linear inequality constraints. The functionsf(x), c(x)
andd(x) are supposed to be smooth, i.e. at least twice-continuouslydifferen-
tiable. Letg(x) = ∇xf(x), being the gradient vector of the objective function
f(x), C(x) = ∂c

∂x
, being the Jacobian matrix of the constraint vectorc(x) and

D(x) = ∂d
∂x

, the Jacobian matrix of the constraint vectord(x). Now define the

15
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Lagrangian in the classical way

L(x, λ) = f(x) − λT c(x) − µTd(x), (4.2)

whereλ andµ are Lagrange multiplier vectors. In order to define a local optimal
point the first derivative of the Lagrangian with respect tox must be zero, i.e

∇xL(x∗, λ∗, µ∗) = g(x∗) − λ∗T C(x∗) − µ∗T D(x∗) = 0 (4.3)

where(x∗, λ∗, µ∗) is the optimal point. In addition, requirements have to be put
on the inequality part variablesµ and d. At the optimal point, it is clear that
an inequality constraintdi(x

∗) can either be satisfied as an equality,di(x
∗) = 0

or strictly satisfied,di(x
∗) < 0. In the former case the constraint is said to be

active and hence be part of theactive set, i.e. i ∈ A. In the latter case the
constraint isinactiveand be part of theinactive set, i ∈ A′. For the active set the
requirements equal to those for equality constraints, i.e.µ ≥ 0. For the inactive set
the multipliermustbe zero. This can also be formulatedµ∗T d(x∗) = 0, which is
sometimes referred to as thecomplementary slackness condition. Taken together
these requirements, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition for optimality is
defined as

g(x∗) − λ∗T C(x∗) − µ∗T D(x∗) = 0

µ∗T d(x∗) = 0 (4.4)

µ∗ ≥ 0

andµ is sometimes referred to as the KKT multiplier. In addition the original
constraints (4.1),c(x∗) = 0 andd(x∗) ≤ 0 must be satisfied at the optimal point.

In order to solve the KKT forx∗, the active inequality constraints are treated
as equality constraints and the inactive ones are ignored, giving

g(x∗) − η∗T J(x∗) = 0

r(x∗) = 0 (4.5)

η ≥ 0,

wherer ∈
{

x ∈ ℜN |c(x) = 0, di(x) = 0 ∀ i ∈ A
}

and J(x) = ∂r/∂x. Now
these re-defined requirements can be solved with Newton’s method by doing a
Tailor series expansion of (4.5). IfHL = ∇2

xxL the expansion becomes

g(x) − JT (x)η + HL(x)(x̄ − x) − JT (x)(η̄ − η) = 0

r(x) + J(x)(x̄ − x) = 0 (4.6)

(4.7)
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which can be simplified to
[

HL JT

J 0

] [

−p
η̄

]

=

[

g
r

]

(4.8)

wherep is the search direction for the stepx̄ = x+p andη̄ the Lagrange multiplier
at the new point. The equation (4.8) represents the first order optimality conditions
for the the optimisation problem

min
p

gTp +
1

2
pT HLp (4.9)

s.t.Jp = −r,

which is a Quadratic Programming (QP) problem.
A widely used algorithm to solve NLP problems is the Sequential Quadratic

Programming (SQP), see e.g. [41], [36] or [35]. The SQP is a sequential algorithm
that make use of inner and outer iterations. The objective ofthe inner iteration is
to find a search directionp which is used in the outer one to fulfil the first order
conditions for optimality. The search directionp is found solving the optimisation
problem (4.9). The outer iteration makes use of the the new search direction by
taking the step̄x = x + αp, where the step magnitudeα is determined by a line
search method.

In this thesis the optimisation problem is solved with the NPSOL program
[24], which is of the above SQP class. First the NPSOL algorithm aims at calcu-
lating a point that is feasible, starting from the user initiated point. Then the SQP
algorithm described above is used to find the optimal point.

Calculating gradients in the investment problem is not easy. One reason is the
objective functionf(x) not being differentiable in the wholeℜN . Another reason
is the complex structure of summations inf(x). Using NPSOL, no algebraic
expressions on gradients and Hessians needs to be given. Instead NPSOL can
make use of finite-difference derivatives. The NPSOL algorithm can also deal
with minor discontinuities if they are isolated and away from the solution. The
SQL algorithm described above works satisfactory with convex problems. Given
such a problem, the solution will be the global optimal point. Since the investment
problem is convex (is shown in paper III), we expect the algorithm to find the
global optimal point. The objective function and the optimisation problem will be
treated in more detail in sec. 4.3 in sec. 4.4 respectively.

4.2 Optimal control

Optimal control theory aims at optimising a given objectivefunction under the
constraints of a dynamic system [11, 53, 39]. Common objective functions include
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energy, fuel and time. The dynamic system can be mechanical,electrical or any
type that can be described mathematically. The optimal control problem can be
stated generally as

min
u(t)

J = Φ(x(tf )) +

∫ tf

t0

L(x(t), u(t), t)dt (4.10)

s.t. ẏ = f(x, u, t)

c(x, u, t) ≤ 0

whereJ is the objective function,f the state equation constraints,c the path con-
straints andu the control vector. The objective function consists of two parts:
Φ, a cost based on the final time and state and an integral depending of the time
and state history. In addition there may be simple bounds on the state and control
variables, i.e.

xl ≤ x ≤ xu (4.11)

ul ≤ u ≤ uu.

Usually in a optimal control problem one knows the initial state and time, i.e.
where to start. The final timetf and final statex(tf ) can either be prescribed
or calculated. The final state can either be given directly ordefined to lie on a
constraint surface.

The above optimal control problem may be solved using a direct or indirect
method[6]. A direct method use a sequence of points to approximate the state and
control variables. The sequence may be a piecewise polynomial expansion. When
these approximations are inserted into the objective function and constraints the
result is a static optimisation problem that can be solved using the methods dis-
cussed in sec. 4.1. A indirect method aims at fulfilling the necessary conditions
for an optimum according to variational calculus, i.e. the first order condition
J ′(x) = 0, the Euler-Lagrange equations and the adjoint equations. Finding these
expressions means calculation of gradients and Hessians, which usually is cum-
bersome. In addition the indirect method is sensitive to thestarting point, i.e. the
first estimate. A poor starting point may result in divergence or wild trajectories.
The rest of this section will therefore address the direct method.

The integral in the objective function (4.10) can be treatedas an additional
stateẏn+1 = L(x, u, t) with the initial conditionyn+1(t0) = 0. It is thus possible
to replace the original objective function with one of the typeJ = Φ(x(tf )).

Suppose the intervalt0 to tf is divided intons segments andhk is the time of
one segment. Further letM = ns + 1 be the number of point in the interval. The
state equations can then be approximated with any numericalintegration method,
i.e. Euler, Trapetzoid and Runge-Kutta. The theory is here illustrated for the
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simplest case using the Euler methodζk = yk+1 − yk − hkfk, which give the NLP
problem

min
(u1,y1,...uM ,yM )

J = Φ(xM) (4.12)

(ζ1, ζ2, ..., ζM−1) = 0

(c1(x1, u1, t1), c2(x2, u2, t2), ..., cM(xM , uM , tM)) ≤ 0.

This optimisation problem is of the static NLP type and can besolved with the
techniques discussed in the previous section. The problem does, on the other
hand, have(1 + n)M times more variables than the original dynamic Optimal
Control problem. In the case of long intervaltf − t0 and short time constants, the
resulting static problem will become hard to solve.

4.3 Production cost

In this section the cost for production is considered. This production cost will later
be used as objective function in the optimisation done for the hydrogen refuelling
station in sec. 4.4.

The cost we will consider when making investments in equipment or parts of a
factory is the total production cost per produced unit or as in the case considered in
sec. 4.4, per kgH2. This production cost will change according to the utilisation
of the equipment. It is therefore helpful to calculate a meanproduction cost over
the entire investment period.

First, it is assumed that a loan is taken for the purchase of equipment. This
loan is also assumed to be of the annuity type, i.e. giving theyearly instalment

peq,yr = peq anf(d, leq), anf(d, leq) =
d

(1 − 1
(1+d)leq

)
, (4.13)

wherepeq is the purchase price for one piece of equipment,leq the expected life-
time of the equipment andd the rate of interest. The above equation gives the
yearly cost for a piece of equipment. We would also like to consider a shorter
time step than one year, say1/n of a year, where the instalment becomes

peq,n = peq
d/n

(1 − 1
(1+d/n)leq n )

. (4.14)

By settingn = 52 the weekly costpeq,w could be found.
Second, it is assumed that there are costs for running the facility. One of

these is maintenance. When operating an equipment there is usually a need for
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maintenance. The maintenance is in reality dependent on a number of factors,
e.g. age of equipment, utilisation and run pattern. Since itis hard to take all these
factors into account, the total cost for maintenance in thisthesis is estimated with
a constant factor (feq,m) of the investment costpeq,n, which gives the equipment
cost

peq,n,m = (1 + feq,m)peq,n. (4.15)

In addition there is also a cost for production. In this case it is electricity and
natural gas. In contrast to the cost for equipment these costs are not constant.
Instead they vary according to the production. We also have to take the investment
cost from all current equipments into consideration. IfRs is the relative utilisation
of the full production capacity andcutil,n the total production related costs at full
capacity, the total cost is

cprod(t) =
∑

∀eq

peq,n,m + Rs(t) cutil,n. (4.16)

Note that the number of equipment differs according to timing and extent of
investments. The time of purchase might also change the price if technology
progress is part of the model. This can be modelled with a factor Rpr(tinv).

In order to find the cost per produced unit we observe that the number of
produced units per1/n year may be written asxprod,n(t) = Rs(t) xmax,n, where
xmax,n is the number of units produced per1/n year at maximum capacity. The
cost per unit thus becomes

cunit(t) =

∑

∀eq peq,n,mRpr(tinv) + Rs(t) cutil,n

xmax,nRs(t)
. (4.17)

Note that eq. (4.17) requires the inverted time stepn to be the same forpeq,n,m,
cutil,n andxmax,n. The above calculatedcunit(t) gives the momentarily production
cost per unit. In order to find the mean cost it has to be integrated over the invest-
ment period. If done absolute, i.e. adding the costs at all times without respect to
the present day value reduction in accordance to the rate of interest, the result is

c̄1
unit =

∑

∀eq peq,n,mRpr(tinv)

xmax∆t

∫ tf

t0

dt

Rs(t)
+

cutil

xmax
, ∆t = tf − t0. (4.18)

Another option is to adjust future costs to present day values using the present
value correction

pvf(t) =
1

(1 + d)t
, (4.19)
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giving

c̄2
unit =

1

xmax∆t
(
∑

∀eq

peq,n,mRpr(tinv)

∫ tf

t0

pvf(t)

Rs(t)
dt + cutil

∫ tf

t0

pvf(t)dt).(4.20)

A third option is to use the above present day correlation butdistribute the
total cost evenly over the whole investment period, i.e

c̄3
unit =

cutil + anf(∆t)
∑

∀eq peqRpr(tinv)pvf(teq)

xmax∆t
. (4.21)

One must realise that this third option does not reflect the sum of the real cost to
the production facility.

The developed mean production costc̄1
unit, c̄2

unit and c̄3
unit represent different

ways of calculating the costs for production. They are all candidates for an ob-
jective function when doing optimisations. In the next section c̄1

unit is used as
objective functions in a hydrogen refuelling station test case.

4.4 The hydrogen infrastructure problem

The main task for the hydrogen refuelling station is to dispense hydrogen to ve-
hicles. Since the incentives for using hydrogen are environmental, an important
question to consider is where the hydrogen is to be produced.Producing the hy-
drogen is probably best done at large, centralised production facilities. It is then
easier to take care of the created emissions, e.g.CO2. The problem is to distribute
the hydrogen to the local refuelling station. In order to do so efficiently, the hy-
drogen gas has to be highly pressurised, which is expensive and can be dangerous.
Another consideration is the vulnerability to both sabotage and accidents. In this
thesis an alternative solution comprising local production of hydrogen using a
natural gas to hydrogen re-former is investigated. The input to the re-former can
be any type of natural gas that may originate from fossil or renewable resources.
One disadvantage is that the re-former will produce considerable amounts ofCO2

which will not be easy to take care of. Probably it has to be released into the
atmosphere. When the natural gas comes from a renewable source of energy the
net contribution ofCO2 is nil. One obvious advantage with local production is
that natural gas is considerably easier to transport than hydrogen gas. In fact there
is already a rather small but growing number of natural gas refuelling stations in
Sweden. A hydrogen production and refueling part can then beadded to the al-
ready existing natural gas refuelling station. It is also possible to dispense natural
gas as an intermediate alternative.
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If the refuelling station is equipped with a fuel cell, it canalso be used as a
local electrical power station. This alternative might be useful in remote locations.
When hydrogen is produced from renewable energy sources, itmight also be an
environmentally friendly alternative.

If the refuelling station is located in a place where electricity from the grid is
cheap, it can be equipped with an electrolysis part which canproduce hydrogen
gas directly from electricity. In this case it is important to keep track of how
the electricity is produced. To first produce electricity from coal and then use
electrolysis to produce hydrogen is not a good environmental solution.

In addition to the hydrogen re-former, the refuelling station layout that will be
considered also has a local fuel cell and an electrolysis plant. Figure 4.1 illustrates
all options investigated in this thesis. The result is a refuelling station that is very
flexible in terms of resource use and energy production.

Figure 4.1: Refuelling station layout. Natural gas is re-formed to hydrogen at the
site and stored for delivery to vehicles. It is also possibleto produce hydrogen
from electricity by electrolysis or electricity from hydrogen by using a fuel cell.

The equipment for a hydrogen refuelling station with the above layout is more
expensive than present day petrol station parts. In addition, not all of the con-
figurations are suitable for specific conditions. Under these circumstances it is
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important to find the most profitable configuration for the specific location, esti-
mated number of customers and general technical and economical development.
The problem is to find this most profitable configuration. As described in paper
III, this problem is equivalent to finding the least expensive mean production cost
for hydrogen, which is already developed in sec. 4.3. It is also shown that the
original problem can be divided into a number of smaller ones. In this thesis, as
was the case in paper III, only the core parts (fig. 4.1) will beconsidered.

In reality the choice of equipment is limited by supply. Let the set of available
equipment, which consists of a finite number of sizes, be denoted byC and the
control sequenceu(t) be a vector of equipment sizes such thatδu(t) ∈ C and
u(t + δt) ≥ u(t). The implication is thatu is only allowed to increase and only
increase with specific values, namely those inC. Further letf(u, x, t) be the
description of the core of the refuelling station in state-space form andxeq the
flow through equipment. The problem of finding the most profitable configuration
can now be formulated

min
u(t)

c̄n
unit(u(t)) (4.22)

s.t. ẋ = f(u(t), x(t), t)

0 ≤ xeq ≤ u(t).

There are two major difficulties in solving this problem:

1. The problem is defined over the entire investment period of20 years. At
the same time the assumed filling curve for hydrogen has a timestep of one
hour. Dividing the interval of 20 years into one hour segments would lead
to 2 ∗M = 350402 variables andM − 1 = 175200 extra defect constraints.
This would make numerical solving of the resulting NLP hard,if not to say
impossible.

2. The control sequenceu can only increase in steps that are part ofC. This
would make the problem discrete inu. Discrete problems are combinatoric
and in general harder to solve than continuous ones.

In order to solve the problem (4.22) it is observed that the first investment
has to take place initially, att = 0. Consecutive investments are divided into
separate cases according to the total number of investments, i.e. onlyni number
of investments are considered for each optimisation problem.

By parametrising setC using a scale functionpeq(seq), whereseq is the size of
equipment, the problem will become continuous inu.

Since the desired output, the filling curveHfw, is given for one week and then
scaled using the S-functionRs, it is sufficient enough to consider only one week
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for each investment. The week to consider is when utilisation is at maximum,
namely the week right before the next investment.

The driving signal for the fast dynamics is the filling curve.This curve is given
for one week with the time step of one hour. The integral in theobjective function
x can therefore be approximated with a sum. Also, at the transcription to a NLP a
cumulative sum can be used as integration method.

Using the transcription method from sec. 4.2, the resultingNLP problem be-
comes

min
tinv ,eq

c̄n
unit(tinv, eq) (4.23)

s.t.ζt = x(t + hk) −

t
∑

s=t0

f(s), t = t0 + mhk, m ∈ Z+ ≤ M

x(t + hk) ≥ 0

0 ≤ xeq ≤ ceq.

Considering the dynamics involved is rather simple, the in sec. 4.2 discussed mul-
tiple shooting method can be replaced with a single shootingone. The advantage
is that we get less variables and constraints, and we would probably make the
problem easier to solve numerically. By settingζ = 0, we obtain

min
tinv ,eq

c̄n
unit(tinv, eq) (4.24)

s.t.
t

∑

s=t0

f(s) ≥ 0

0 ≤ xeq ≤ ceq.

This NLP problem can be solved using the methods in sec. 4.1.

In paper III two cases are considered: variable utilisationas in eq. (4.24) with
extra requirements on initial amount of hydrogen stored andperiodic maintenance
and constant utilisation, which is a special and simpler case of variable utilisation.
In the variable utilisation case, the chosen special conditions in this study are 100
kg hydrogen storage initially and at the end, and a weekly stop for maintenance
from hour 75 to 87 during the week. Investments are done at 1 and 2 occasions
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during the investment period. The resulting problem formulation is then

min
tinv ,shr

cobj2

s.t.
t

∑

t0

(xi
hs − xo

hs) ≥ 0, t0 ≤ t ≤ tf

ceq ≥ xeq

xhs(t0) = xhs(tf)

xhs(t0) = 100
87

∑

t=75

xo
hr = 0. (4.25)

The result from the optimization is size of equipment, running pattern of the
facility and produced hydrogen price and utilization curve. The figs. 4.2, 4.3 and
4.4 show some of the results in the case of 2 investments. The complete results
are given in paper III.
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Figure 4.2: Variable utilisation case, 2 investments, throughput and stored hydro-
gen: Investment 1 at t=0.
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Figure 4.3: Variable utilisation case, 2 investments, throughput and stored hydro-
gen: Investment 2 at t=5.4.
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Chapter 5

Concluding remarks

It has been shown that the flexibility of the model in LCA or LCA-like systems
can be enhanced by introducing:

• A-causal models. The removal of computational causality made it possible
to separate model and problem description. Hence it was possible to apply
several problem descriptions to one model.

• Object oriented models.

• Physical modelling approach.

• Intentional redundancy.

An investment optimisation method based on optimal controlhas been devel-
oped for environmentally favourable, but expensive production facilities compris-
ing simultaneously calculation of long term investment strategy and short term
utilisation scheme. The method was successfully tested on ahydrogen refuelling
station case. The problem was shown to be convex and hence theresulting optimal
solution is global.

5.1 Future work

In the investment optimisation method a number of items can be improved. To
be realistic the objective function needs to incorporate e.g. cost of labour for
the hydrogen part of the refuelling station. The optimisation method is tested on
the hydrogen refuelling station case, which is shown to be convex. In that sense
other algorithms for solving the resulting NLP problem could be investigated, e.g.
Interior Pointor Cutting Plane[13] methods, which are efficient for convex prob-
lems. It would also be interesting to test the developed method on a non-convex

27
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case and still try to obtain a global solution. The performance of the method in
the described hydrogen refuelling can most probably be improved. In case 2 with
variable utilisation (see paper III) the computational time is unrealistically high
for more than 2 investments. Since the most favourable solution probably lies be-
tween 3 and 5 investment, this limitation has to be overcome.Due to the sampled
nature of the refuelling curve, the test case investigated contains only time discrete
dynamics. It would be interesting to try the method in a continuous dynamic case,
i.e. where all the driving signals are continuous.

It should be emphasised that the investment optimisation method is still in a
development stage. Before the method is applied in any real case, there are things
to be improved, such as the structure of the notation.

During spring 2003 a co-operation with Physical Resource Theory, Chalmers,
started for a Design for Recycling (DfR) project. The case study done aims at
finding an economically and ecologically optimal transition to the best design for
recycling. In this project more options for optimisation will be explored.



Chapter 6

Summary of appended papers

6.1 Paper I

This technical report is the result of a feasibility study carried out in 1999-2000.
The report applies concepts from technical modelling and calculation to Life Cy-
cle Analysis (LCA) in general, and Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) in particular. A
mathematical framework for LCI is created and a method to solve for the func-
tional unit is developed. The relation between computational non-causal mod-
els and separation of model and problem formulation is investigated. Different
model and calculation types are compared to the ones used in LCI. The report
also contains a survey and categorisation on calculation methods within the LCA
and related areas. The underlying intention of the report isto explain and clarify
methods used in LCI from a general technical system perspective and to suggest
new methods.

This report defines LCI in the terms and language of a more technical and
mathematical system science. It thus relates LCA to present, already established
scientific areas, thereby: first it adds credibility to LCA byexplaining the method
in technical and mathematical terms, giving more people theopportunity to verify
the calculations. Second it helps in finding methods and concepts from related
areas to develop modelling and calculation in LCA. The difference from previ-
ous work, e.g. Heijungs [28], is that the developed methods stem from technical
methods (e.g. control theory) and not from management (e.g.economics), which
result in a different set of modelling languages are considered.

6.2 Paper II

In cement manufacturing before changes are made to the process, according to the
law, the effect needs to be verified. Such changes might include type of sand, fuel

29
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or additives. Recently a major cement producer in Sweden started to investigate
alternative, more environmentally friendly types of fuel.In addition they also
started to improve the understanding of the involved physics and chemistry, which
turned out to be complex. Further improvement, which would include dynamic
and non-linear elements, should also be possible to includein the verification.
Today the verification comprises a calculation of produced emissions, but in the
future other types of calculations would be needed.

In this paper a flexible model is developed which fulfils the requirements
above. A computational a-causal model made it possible to separate the model
describing the cement manufacturing process from the problem formulation. The
model was built in ASCEND [54], which is an object oriented, mathematically
based modelling language and multi-purpose simulation andcalculation environ-
ment. To further enhance flexibility, the model was designedwith a high degree
of redundancy, so that the quantity of one physical propertyis expressed through
a number of linked equations. This gives the user freedom to chose how to as-
sign the physical property. In addition the model also fullytraces the total cost
throughout the production line.

6.3 Paper III

Vehicles that run on hydrogen could lead to less environmentally hazardous emis-
sions in a global perspective, especially if the hydrogen ismade from renewable
energy. Techniques for producing and storing the hydrogen as well as fuel cells
to convert the hydrogen into electricity are constantly developing. One of the
most significant difficulties in the introduction of hydrogen vehicles today is the
infrastructure that needs to be built. Considering the factthat all present refu-
elling stations for petrol need to be replaced, the total investment is huge. In this
situation it is crucial to employ the most profiting investment strategy, given the
probable future development.

In this paper the lowest production cost for a set of investments over a period
of 20 years for an individual hydrogen refuelling station isfound. For flexibil-
ity and convenience of transportation, the refuelling station utilises an on-site re-
former for natural gas. The first case investeigated assumesa constant production
of hydrogen and will yield the minimal cost, whereas the second one can be used
when special considerations like periodic stop for maintenance of the hydrogen
re-former need to be taken into account. Both optimisation problems are shown
to be convex and hence produce the global optimal point. The result is an hydro-
gen production cost of 26-40 SEK/kg, which is fully comparable to other studies.
The major difference is that this study uses an increasing function to estimate the
number of hydrogen vehicles refuelling at the station, which makes the estimated
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production cost a time average. In other studies, the cost isbased on maximum
utilization.
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